Abstmcf-A!thougli packet-pair prohing has been used as one of the priniarp mechanisms to measure bottleneck cltpacitj', crosstramc intensity, and available bandwidth of end-to-end Internet paths, there is still no conclusive answer as to what information about the path is contained in the output packet-pair dispersions and how it is encoded. In this paper, we address this iswe by deriving closed-form expression of packet-pair dispersion in the context of a single-hop path and general bursty crosstraffic arriul. Under the assumptions of cross-traffic stationarity and ASTA sampling, we examine the statistical properties of the information encoded in inter-packet spacings and derive the asymptotic average of the output packet-pair dispersions as a dosed-form function of the input dispersion. We show that this result is different from what was obtained in prior work using fluid cross-traffic models and that this discrepancy has a significant impact on the accuracy of packet-pair bandwidth estimation.
T. IXTRODUCTION
Sending probing packets to measure network path characteristics has been a common practice in the Inlernet since the late 1980's. There are two categories of probing-based measurements: delay based and dispersion based. In the first category, path characteristics such as per-hop capacity. queuing delay, and link utilization are inferred based on the RII? or one-way delay of individiial packets 113.
[ 6 ] , [Ill, [14] . [20] . In the second category, the dispersion of packet-pairs is traditionally used to infer bottleneck capacity [31. [41, [SI. [7] . [IO] , [131. [22J, [23] : however. recent approaches also use packet-pairdtrains to measure cross-traffic and available bandwidth of an end-to-end path [2] . [8]. 191, [12] , [lS] , [25] . [26] . It is straightforward to identify the information encoded in the delay of individual probing packets. Hence, delay-based estimation techniques are theoretically validated and measurement difficulties are mostly due to practical issues [ZO] , [24] . On the other hand. it is far more difficult to characterize the information contained in the output dispersion of probing packet-pairs. Consequently. apart from the practical issues, dispersion-based measurement techniques are yet to be fully justified for general crowtraffic conditions.
There has been a fair amount of research effort to characterize the information encoded in pucket-pair spacing. However, previous analysis either relied 011 constant-rate Auid crosstraffic models [51, 1173, or suitable for generic hursty cross-traffic [31, 191. [211. 1251. In this paper, we provide a more accurate. yet concise characterization of packet-pair probing in the context of a single-hop path and non-fluid cross-traffic. We identify three stochastic processes related to cross-traffic arrival and show that packetpair probing essentially inspects the sample-paths of these three processes and constructs the output dispersion signal based on their random sampling. We derive several closcdform exprcssions to describe this construction procedure and call our characterization of packet-pair probing the "sampling and constructing" model.
Under the assumption of cross-uaffic stationarity, W G examine the statistical properties of tIie probing signals encoded in inter-packet spacing and derive the asymptotic average of the output dispersion as a closed-form function of the input dispersion. We show that the result deviates from what was previously obtained using canstant-rate fluid crowtraffic and that this deviation has a significant adverse impact on packetpair bandwidth estimation techniques.
We list the terminology used in the paper in Table I . In section 111 we summarize related work of packet-pair analysis and report our earlier modeling attempt. In section ILI: we introduce our "sampling-andconstructing" model to characterize packet-pair probing. Based on our model. we examine the statistical characteristics of encoded probing signals in section IV. We derive the asymptotic average of output dispersions in section V and show that its deviation from the fluid result has an adverse impact on packet-pair bandwidth estimation in section VI. Finally, we present our concluding remarks in section VII.
BACKGROUND A. Related Work
The earliest packet-pair analysis dated back to 1988. when Jacobson 1101 examined the packet-pair spacing in the absence of cross-traffic and obtained the following result where 6 and 6' are the input and output spacings of the packetpair. respectively, s is the probing packet size. and C is the bottleneck capacity of the path. Note that when the input spacing b i s small, the output spacing 6' contains information about G. This shows that when the input rate is higher than hop available bandwidth, there will be a deterministic multiplicative signal X/C and a deterministic additive signal s / C encoded in the output spacing 6'. Again note that this result embraces
(1) as a special case when X = 0.
Applying mathematical induction to all hops along the path, we get the following relation between the input and output rate for an arbitrary multi-hop path where b is the second minimum hop-available-bandwidth along the path. c is the capacity of the tight hop. and X is the cross-traffic intensity at the tight hop. This relation leads to the recent measurement proposal TOPP [18], [16] , which is a technique to infer available bandwidth and tight-link capacity.
Realistic cross-traffic is always bursty and its intensity is never a time-invariant constant. Therefore, a mural question becomes how to generalize results (1)-(4) to accommodate bursty cross-traffic. We summarize the main results of previous studies next.
To interpret his Internet measurement observations of the probing packet RTT phase plot. Bolot (1993) We now report our earlier attempt of packet-pair probing modeling inspired by conventional wisdom. Although it turned out to be of little success, a comparison of this appraa$ with the one presented later in this paper helps understand the problem better.
Based on previous insights, we tried CO interpret packet-pair probing in single-hop path with general cross-traffic using h e following signal model ( a t -w DQ where TU is a zero-mean random vanable, y is a A-mean random varirthle, and X is the long-term average of cross-traffic intensity. JQ (Joint Queuing) and DQ (Disjoint Queuing) are the conditions under which a packet-pair share the same router busy period or fall into different queueing period respectively. This characterization can accommodate the Auld model as a special case where both random variables w and g degenerate to deterministic constants. Also note that, in the fluid model, a packet-pair falls into the same queuing period if and only if 5 < s/(C -A). In bursty cross-traffic, it is easy to verify that when 6 < s/C. the JQ condition is always satisfied. However, when 6 > s/C, there i s usually no deterministic relationship beiween (5 and the JQ condition. For any given b > s/G, JQ hwomes a random event that occurs with certain probability. This can be schrmatically illustrated using a unifying signal model in Fig. 1 .
The unifying model shows that the forwarding hop can be viewed as a stochastic mixture of two independent random systems. With probability )J. the input signal b passes through the JQ system. where muhplicative random signal y/C and additive deterministic signal s / C are stamped on S. With probability 1 -p, the input signal b passes through the DQ system. where additive white noise signal w is scamped on 6.
Although this characterization makes intuitive sense, we found that it is not accurate. We discuss the expIanation in Section IV.
THE "SAMPLING AND CONSTRUCTING" NATURE OF PACKET-PAIR PROBING

A . Furintclation u j Cross-Traffic Arriwl
In this paper. we focus on singIe-hop packet-pair probing.
We assume infinite buffer capacity+ F E 0 queuing, and a work- 
Thus. the hop working time is
Since (r is the sum of hop working time and hop idle time. Adding up [ 11) and (12), we get Rearranging (f3), we get the desired result.
I
Packet-pair probing is essentially interacting with the "@-paths of the processes we just formulated. To prepare for the presentation of our main results, we next examine certain details about this interaction.
B. Probing Ititrusioii of Pachxt-Pairs
We use the triple { a l , 6; s) to denote a pair of probing packets p l and pa of the same size. The first element U,I in the triple is the arrival time of the packet pl to the hop; 6 is the inter-packet spacing; and s is the probing packet size. The arrival time of p2 is a2 = a1 + 6. The departure time of the probing packets from the hop are denoted by dl and da. The output spacing is 6' = d2 -dl. In terms of rate, the input and output probing rates are 7-= s/d'and r' = s/d'.
We use I.?/'(f.) and Ifa(t) to denote the workload samplepath and the hop idle sample-path associated with h e superposition of cross-traffic and probing traffic. Note that traffic composition only increases hop workload. That is, for all t , I,i/(t) 2 IV(t). Therefore, we define the following €unction to help understand this intrusion behavior of packet probing. Dejiaitim 7: The htrrrsive range of the probing traffic into
The iiitrusion residrral funcrion is ~d ( t ) = ~i;(tj -~( t ) .
Let us next examine the properties of function W'djt) to understand the intrusion behavior of a single probing packet.
Before the arrival of the probing packet, W,(t) = 0. It gets an immediate increment of s / C upon the packet arrival, where s is the packet size. In IV(t)'s busy periods, W d ( t . ) remains unchanged. In W ( t ) ' s idle periods, I++d(t) decreases linearly with slope -1 until it becomes 0, which marks the end of the intrusive range. Within the intrusive range, I%>(t.) is monotonically non-increasing. Fig. 2 illustrates this behavior, from which we can infer that (tl, t z ) , ( t 3 , 
t a ) and ( t s , t a ) are three busy periods in W ( t ) . whereas ( t 2 , t s ) , ( t a , t~) .
and ( t 6 , t 7 ) are three idle periods in W ( t ) .
Time instance tl is the arrival. time of the probing packet, whereas t.7 marks the end point of the intrusive range'.
?Note that the probing packet departs before t7, When W(t) is probed by a packet-pair ( n l , S , s ) , we are interested in the left-hand limit of W d ( t ) at time 0 2 , denoted as Rs(n1)
(az-) -I + T ( r r a ) .
The last equality is due to the simple arrival assumption. Since there is no cross-traffic packet arrival at time a2 when p a arrives. we have W ( a 2 -) = W ( a 2 ) . The term R J ( Q .~) is the intrusion residual at time (12 caused by the probing packet p1 and "experienced" by the packet p 2 .
In other words. the queuing delay of p2 in the hop is given by
As a direct result of the observation illustrated by We are now ready to denve the relation between the input spacing 6 and the output spacing 6' for any individual packetpair. This relation is a milestone of our packet-pair analysis.
C. Oictput Packet-Pair Dcspersiun
We first present a coroilary, which is due to the workconserving assumption. 
Combining (18) (20) . For the second part of (20). first notice that the total delays of p1 and p2 at the hop are given by (26) Subtracting (25) from (26). we get
Substituting (15) into (27). we get the second half of (20) . W The most salient feature of Theorem 2 is that thc result is almost unconditional, in the sense that it neither relies on any assumption on cross-traffic arrival pattern nor imposes any resuiction on the input signal 6 . In addition, this result enforces such a conceptual idea that packet-pair probing can be viewed as a "sampling-and-constructing" procedure as iltustrated in Fig. 3 . The packel-pair (0.1~6: s) is essentially sampling the three sample-paths T$(t). Da(t) , and Ba(t) at h e time point 01 and then constructing the output signal d' using the three samples based on (20) . Although (20) shows two different ways of constructing the output signal, they both produce the same result. We surely can rake advantage of Theorem 1 and rewrite (20) in a form involving only two processes (e.g., Yh(f) and Dn(t)). However, the present version is more intuitive and makes later analysis easier. Our characterization already sheds 
Iv. THE STATISTICS OF EXCODED PKOBlNG S I G S A L S
We use ({T,: 1 5 n < .m}! 6 , s ) to denote an infinite sequence of packet-pair probinps driven by a point process 
The frequency distribution function Pix) of X ( t ) is defined as follows (assuming the limit exists for V x E R)
For discrete-time sample-path s,. define indicator function
The frequency distribution function P ( x ) of S,, is defined
In the spirit of the probabilistic mean, we have continuous- To examine the statistics of EPS sample-paths, we impose the another ASTA (Arrivals Sees Time Averages) property on the sampling process (T,l}. ASTA guarantees the equality of the statistics (or frequency distribution) in sampled series to the corresponding statistics in the continuous-time samplepath being sampled [lS] . With non-negligible ASTA bias, sampling-based estimation usually fails to reach the measurement target and not much is left for discussion. The fact that quite a few current measurement techniques perform well without factoring ASTA into their design suggests that ASTA bias is either not present or is negligible in the studied Internet environments.
B. Cross-rrafic Assimptiom and Implications
' Under the ASTA assumption, our focus is now shifted to the sample-path statisrics of Yd(t), Dh(t.) . and Ba(t), which again are dependent on the probabilistic properties of the underlying cross-traffic arrival process. We make an ergodic stationarity assumption on cross-traffic arrival and investigate its implications on these sample-paths.
Assirrnprion I ;
The cumulative traffic arrival process { V f t ) } has ergodic stationary increments, i.e., for any positive 6, the process ( Y > ( t ) } is an ergodic stationary process with ensemble mean A, which is less than the hop capacity C . This assumption imposes two restrictions on the process { W(q} will "inherit" the ergodic stationarity property from the traffic arrival process. Also because of the definition of workload-difference process and Theorem 1. this property is further carried over to process {06(f.)} and {B6(t))t whose ensemble means are 0 and C -A respectively. The following lemma states the implicsti'ons of Assumption 1 on the three sample-paths under jnvestigatibn. They are all immediate consequences of ergodic ,statibnarity. 
{Y&(t)).
P T
Finally. ergodicity also implies that the variance of D s ( t ) decays when the observation interval 6 becomes large and that this decaying variance will be reflected on the sample-path frequency distribution. Hence, we have the following lemma, which is intuitive and we skip the formal proof. 
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We poim out hat the ergodic stationarity assumption is not a necessary condition for these sample-path properties. We. conjecture that traffic with asymptotic stationarity also exhibits the same properties (including traffic driven by regenerative on-off arrival processes)+ However, the main goal of the paper is not to identify the weakest traffic condition that gives us the desirable sample-path properties, but rather to make a realistic traffic assumption and study its implications on bandwidth measurement techniques. A recent study showed that Internet traffic can be well modeled as a stationary process on the timescale of hours [29] . Therefore, we started by assuming traffic stationarity; however, later results in this paper are all derived based on the sample-path properties. They are expected to have broader applicability than those limited to stationary cross-traffic. no cross-traffic intensity information captured in 5;. The first equality of (20) shows hat I%(Th) is always sampled by the packel-pair. 11 is only because of the strong noise term ~J (T,) that thc desired signal is undetectable based on the observation When input signal ii < S/C. the positive-part term ~J ( T~) in the first equality of model (20) This difference defines a new sample-path, whose timeaverage can be computed as following 
C. I n p c t of Probing Pocket Size
How docs the packet size s affect the response curves or the amount of deviation from fluid models? We first consider the case when input rate r < C -A. Notice that the second expression in (48) can be simplified to the following form Applying integration by puts. we get Substituting (51) back to (SO). we get When i; + M while keeping r constant, the sampling interval 6 = s / v approaches infinity proportionally. Hence. we have Dropping the constant 1/G. we pet a sufficient and necessary condition for the amount of deviation at input rate I' < c -A to vanish when s -cc
Similarly. for any input rate T > A, a sufficient and necessary condition for the deviation to vanish is
These conditions require the sample-path distribution of Bd(t) not only to exhibit decaying variance when the observation interval 6 becomes large, but also to show sufficient decaying s p e d . Our experimental observation sa far shows that these properties are usually satisfied. The problem of identifying cross-traffic types in which (54) or (55) is violated remains open.
Even though large probing packet size usually implies less deviation of the real response curves from the fluid models, we point out the existence of such interesting cases where certain probing packet size can lead to a response curve with no derivation at all. This happens only when cross-traffic exhibits periodic arrival pattern. Assuming the workload sample-path W(t) is a periodic function that repeats irself every T time units, then setting probing packet size to T(C-A) causes the real response curves to coincide with the fluid models.
In practice, cross-traffic is rarely periodic and we have to rely on large packet size to reduce the amount of response curve deviation. However, due io the limit of path MTci and the concern of packet fragmentation. probing packet size s can not be made arbitrarily Iarge. The question becomes whether the commonly used MTU of 1500 bytes is enough to reduce the amount of curve deviation to such an extent that its impact on bandwidth measurement accuracy becomes insignificant '? In what follows. we show that even for relatively "smooth" (e .g. Poisson) cross-traffic. the deviation phenomenon still can have significant adverse impact on bandwidth estimation.
VI. THE IMPACT OF RESPONSE CURVE DEVIATION ON
BA SI> WI 0 TH ME AS U RE ME NT
A. COrriprrting Response Cirives
We devise an off-tine algorithm to compute the single-hop response curves based on cross-craffic packet arrival trace, the probing packet size s, and the hop capacity C: . The trace file provides information regarding the arrival time and packet size for every cross-traffic packet. Given a trace file with sufficiently long time interval recorded. the frequency distributions of the associated sample-paths (such as Yfi (i) (-t) ]. Hence, a good approximation of the latter sample-path mean also serves as a good approximation for the former. The continuous-time sample path &'(t) also has certain "nice" properties as we state in the next theorem. The proof is in constructive terms. which provides a concrete idea of how our off-line algorithm is designed.
DeJnition 9: Event-poinrs are the time instances at which the workload sample path switches from it busy period to an idle period or undergoes a sudden increment due to packet arrival. An epoch is a time interval between two adjacent event-points.
Theureirt 5: The sample-path s'(t) consists of piece-wise linear segments with possible slops 0, 1 and -1, For any two time instances 0 < t l < t 2 , 6'(t) is continuous in the interval ( t l , ta) given that tl and t 2 fall into the same epoch of M/(t). and that t.1 + 6 and t:! + 6 also fall into the same epoch of it still represents h e correct result in a hypothetical periodic cross-traffic that repeats itself after every 7 time units. This is due to the fact that in periodic crowtraffic. sample-path d '(t) has a limiting time-average equal to its time average in one period.
M / ( t ) .
In our experiment, we use a single-hop path with capacity C = 10 mbls. We use Poisson cross-lraffic with average arrival rate of 500 packets per second. The packet size is 750 bytes.
Hence: A = 3.0 mbls. The probing packet size is chosen to be 1.500 bytes. We compute E [&'(f) To validate our algorithm, we also use the same setting in NS2 simulation to measure the response curve. For every input rate, the sender transmits 1000 packet-pairs. The inter-probing delay is controlled by an exponentially distributed random variable to meet the ASTA sampling condition. The average 87heorem 5 aho allows an efficient compimtion of (56) with high accuracy. shows that we can obtain a much smoother curve using off-line computation than using NS2 simulation.
Next, we discuss the implications of our findings on two packet-pair bandwidth measurement techniques: TOPP and Spruce.
B. TOPP
We first consider a single-hop path. TOPP uses the fluid rate model (2) as its measurement rationale. It first collects the output rates 7-1 = s/@ for a series of equally spaced input rates in some interval [rmirL, par]^ TOPP then transforms the measured rate response curve to a function between T / ? and r , which admits the following piece-wise linear relation in fluid models:
TOPP identifies the second segment in the curve and appIies linear regression to calculate the capacity C and crowtraffic intensity A.
We uansform both the computed and the measured rate response curves in Fig. 7 to the form of (58). As showed in Fig. 8 
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Pwof: Combining (38) and the first equality in (39), this
In a multi-hop path. the pre-boitleneck links introduce noise to the input signal 6, which shifts it from a constani to a random variable. The post-bottleneck finks introduce noise to 6'. This impact can be minimized if both noise signals are zero-mean. which happens when the non-bottleneck hops have available bandwidth significant higher than the bottleneck capacity. A detailed analysis of spruce's robustness to muhihop queueing interference requires future work, for which the insights of this paper will be helpful. theorem is casily proved. I
VII.
COSCLUDlNC R E M A R K S In this paper. we identified three important sample-paths related t o cross-traffic arrrvai and established the "samplingand-constructing" model to characterize packer-pair probing.
This approach uncovers the full picture of encoded probing signals and leads to a closed-form solution to the asymptotic average of output packet-pair dispersions in a single-hop path, which extends previous Auid models and serves as a theoretical foundation for packet-pair bandwidth estimauon. In our future work. we 
is witbin a workload epoch. there is no crosstraffic arrival during this interval. Hence V ( t ) -V(tl) = 0.
The same is also true in Ehe interval (t,l + 6: t + $1 and we have V ( t + 6) -V ( t 1 4-6) = 0. Therefore. Y8(t) = Y6 (tl) is a constant with respect to t. The third term fd(t.) on the right hand side of (61) is obviously a continuous function of
t . Hence B ( t ) is continuous in (tl, t 2 ) .
In the second step, we show that i7'(t)gL'5 can be split into a series of consecutive continuous segments. That is,
I1
S'(t);-& = U o'(t);;+l ?
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where 1.1 = 0, ln+l = T -6, and t ; < f i + l for a11 I 5 i 5 ~t . .
We now prove this result by constructing such a partition. Let el be the first event-point in I,l;(t) after tl and e2 be the the first event-point in W ( t ) after t l +-5. Then i7'(t) is continuous in the interval ( t~, minjel, e2 -6)) due to the result proved in the first step. Suppose that T -6 2 nrin(e1, e2 -6), then setting 71 = 1 and tn+1 = t2 = T -S. the partition is accomplished. Otherwise. let t z = min(q, e2-6) and proceed w i h the partition of a'(t)T2-6 recursively. his eventudly splits 6'(t)&-6 into the form of (62).
In the third step, we show that in any continuous segment 6/(t,):+l, s'(t) is a piece-wise linear curve with possible slopes 0, 1. and -1. We prove this result by recursively identifying all the linear segments in the interval ( t i , t i + l ) . We denote by el and e2 the first event-points in W ( t ) after f ; and ti t 6 respectively. In what follows. we discuss the identification procedure in six possible cases.
In the first case when W ( t i ) > 0 and W ( t i + 6 ) > 0. let f' = min(el; e2 -(5; t,+l). Notice that for any ti < t < t', Is(ti) = I s ( t ) and conscquently f d ( t i ) = j s ( t ) . Combining the proof in the first step. we have # ( t i ) = S'(t)? which means that b'(t):: is a linear segment with slope 0.
In the second case when IV(ti) = 0 and lV(tj i-6) = 0, let t' = inin(e1:ez -6,tj+l). Using a similar argument, it is easy to see that 6'(t)E: is also a linear segment with slope 0.
In the third case when W ( t i ) > 0, W ( t i + 6) = 0, and 4 ( h ) 2 s/C, let t' = min(el,e:! -6:ti+l). Notice that for any t.+ < t < t', we have i=l h ( t ) = IJ(f,ij + (t -ti).
& ( t ) = j&) -t (t. -t i ) .
(63) Since J b ( 2 i ) 2 s/C, we get I~( f i ) 2 0 and
Combining (64) and the proof in the first step. which shows the other two terms on the right hand side of (61) 
l h ( t , ) = I&) -(t -ti)
Consequently, we also have Is(f.) = Id(ti) = 0.
Combing (61) 
